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COMPETING INTERPRETATIONS OF THE
INNER CHAPTERS OF THE ZHUANGZI

BryanW. Van Norden

To stop makingfootprintsis easy, to walk withouttouchingthe groundis hard. AssistantProfessorat
Zhuangzi VassarCollege
The Way lies in what is near, but people seek it in what is distant.One's task
lies in what is easy, but people seek it in what is hard.
Mencius

The Zhuangziis a proteantext. Evenif we limitourselvesto a discussion
of the InnerChapters,we find that just when we think we have understood the text, a new passage calls into question our previous interpretation.Consequently,it is not surprisingthatthe Zhuangziacts almost
like a Rorschachtest: differentinterpreterssee differentthings in it, and
what they see there often reveals more about their own preoccupations
than about the Zhuangzi itself. A. C. Grahamreads Zhuangzi as presenting a sort of ideal-observerview of ethics.1 Chad Hansen has
depicted Zhuangzias an ethical relativist,who would be at home with
contemporaryanalytic philosophers like Gilbert Harman.2Benjamin
Schwartzand LeeYearleyboth thinkthatZhuangziis a mystic-but very
differentkinds of mystic. SchwartzregardsZhuangzi as being very similar to Jewish, Christian,and Islamic mystics, in advocating union with
a transcendententity.3 Yearley, in contrast, takes Zhuangzi to be an
"intra-worldly"mystic, who advocates detached contemplationof each
moment of experience.4 And most recently, Paul Kjellbergand Lisa
Raphalshave stressedthe similaritiesbetween the thought of Zhuangzi
and both Platonicand Hellenisticskepticism.5
Some will find this state of affairsunsurprising.It has become almost
an articleof faith in some circles thatevery text has an infinitenumberof
(equally defensible) possible interpretations.6However, the problem is
not so much thatthe InnerChapterscan consistentlybe read in a variety
of differentways. Rather,the problem is that whateverthe meritsof various interpretationsin makingsense of portionsof the text, none of them
seems to do justice to the text as a whole. I submit that this is due, in
part, to the fact that there are theoretical tensions within the Inner
Chaptersthat seem hard, prima facie, to reconcile. Now, there are a
varietyof ways of accountingfor tensions or apparentcontradictionsin a
text. There may be interpolationsin the text by other authors.7Alternatively,variousportionsof the text may representdifferentstages in one
author's intellectual development (as in Montaigne's Essays).I do not
mean to rule out these possibilitiesa priori.However, it seems worthwhile to attempt to reconcile apparentcontradictionsbefore we start
makingeffortsto explain why they are there.
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Obviously we cannot examine every conceptually possible interpretationof the text. We cannot, even in the space of one brief essay,
examine every major interpretationthat has actually been proposed. I
shall consider here a handfulof interpretationsof the InnerChaptersof
the Zhuangzi,drawnfromWesternphilosophiccategories.The firstsection of this essay is devoted to explainingthese categories,and showing
how portionsof the InnerChaptersseem to defend each type of view.
The second section of this essay is a detailed analysisof the opening of
the Zhuangzi. In the thirdand final section, I propose an interpretation
that, I hope, succeeds in reconcilingthe tensions I have identifiedin the
InnerChapters.8
Distinctionsand Tensions
Skepticism,as a philosophicposition, is the doctrinethatone cannot
have knowledge. One can be a general skeptic, who claims that one
cannot have knowledge of anything.Alternatively,one can be skeptical
only about certain kinds of knowledge. An agnostic, for example, is a
skeptic who holds that one cannot know whetherthere is a god. Butan
agnostic may admit there are many other topics about which one can
have knowledge. Ethicalor moral skepticism,finally, holds that we do
not have knowledgeof ethical truths(whetheror not there are any moral
truths).9
Ethicalrelativism,as I shall use the term here, is eitherthe doctrine
that ethical propositionsare true or false only relativeto some point of
view, or the doctrinethat all ethical words or termsare relativeor relational terms.10Consideran analogy. The word "taller"is a relativeterm.
Someone can be taller only in relation to someone else. If someone
asked simply, "Is George taller?"the naturalresponse would be "What
do you mean? Is George taller than who?" Similarly,ethical relativists
hold that it makes no sense to ask "Is adulteryimmoral?"for instance,
withoutspecifyingsome point of view relativeto which adulteryis or is
not immoral.The differentkinds of ethical relativismare distinguished
accordingto what point of view it is that ethical words or propositions
are taken to be relative to. For example, one might hold that ethical
propositionsare true or false relativeto the point of view of each individual person. Alternatively,one might hold that they are true or false
relativeto the views of each cultureor society.
An ethical view is particularistto the extent to which it holds that
ethical truthsare very specific and context sensitive. An ethical view is
or generalist,to the extent to which it holds that ethical
antiparticularist,
truths are very general and context independent. Hence, the terms
and "generalism"marklocationsalong a spectrumfrom
"particularism"
most general to most particular.A certain ethical view may be particEast&West ularistin comparisonwith another view that is closer to the generalist
Philosophy
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end of the spectrum,yet generalistin comparisonwith a view closer to
the particularistend of the spectrum.1'
I shall use the term objectivismto referto the joint denial of ethical
skepticismand ethical relativism.In other words, the ethical objectivist
holds that ethical truthsare knowable, and are not relativeto the points
of view of differentindividualsor cultures.'2It is importantto note that
objectivism does not claim that you or I or anyone else is ethically
infallible.Objectivismis perfectlyconsistent with the view that we frequently are in errorabout ethical issues, and would profitfromexamining and reexaminingour ethical beliefs. Indeed, my anecdotal impression is that, among contemporaryphilosophers,almost all the ethical
objectivistsare fallibilists,who encourage us to learn from others and
from ongoing philosophic argumentation.Objectivismis also consistent
with any and all degrees of particularism.Aristotleis a nice example of a
philosopher who is an objectivist but who is also a particularist.He
thinksthat what is rightor wrong in a given context depends very much
on the particulardetails of the situation.Indeed,wisdom (or phronesis),
according to Aristotle,is the ability (not reducibleto following general
rules)to discernwhat is appropriatein a particularcontext. ButAristotle
also thinksthat there is an objective differencebetween what is rightor
wrong, noble or ignoble, in a particularsituation,which does not depend
upon what any given individualor culturethinksabout that situation.13
Let'sillustratethese distinctionswith some concrete examples. Consider several ways one might react to the assertion,"Killinghumans is
wrong." Ifone says "We do not know whether killingis wrong,"that is
an expression of skepticism. In contrast,one is expressingone sort of
relativismif one says "Whetherkilling is wrong depends upon whose
opinion we're appealing to. If you think killing is wrong, then killing is
wrong from your perspective,but if someone else thinks killing is right,
then it is rightfromher perspective."Finally,if one says, "Killinghumans
is always wrong, regardlessof the situation,"one is taking a generalist
stance, while if one says, "Whetherkilling is wrong depends upon the
situation,"then one is expressingparticularism.
Despite the fact that they are frequentlyconflated, skepticism,relativism, and particularismare logically independent. None of them
entails, or is logically entailed by, any of the others. Indeed, some of
them are logically inconsistentwith one another.Ethicalskepticism,for
example, is inconsistentwith the view that ethical truthsare relativeto
each individualperson's point of view, because it cannot be true both
that certain ethical facts are dependent upon my own opinions (relativism) and that I know no ethical truths(skepticism).For if the statement
"Murderis wrong" is true (relativeto me) just in case I believe murderis
wrong, then I do know an ethical truth, since I know what I believe
about murder.14
BryanW. Van Norden
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Particularism and relativism are not logically inconsistent, but they
are logically independent. In other words, you can consistently be both a
particularist and a relativist, but you do not have to be a particularist if
you are a relativist, and you do not have to be a relativist if you are a
particularist.
One can easily find passages from the Inner Chapters that seem most
naturally read as instances of ethical skepticism, or of ethical relativism,
or of particularism. Let's look at examples of each.
5iE

Skepticism. In the exchange between "Gaptooth" and Wang Ni, it seems
natural to assume that Zhuangzi is using the latter to express his own
skepticism:
"Do you know what all thingsagree in affirming?"
"How would I know that?"
"Do you know what you do not know?"
"How would I know that?"
"Thendoes no thing know anything?"
"How would I know that?... As I see it, the sproutsof benevolence and
the paths of 'That'sit, that's not,' are inextricablyconfused.
righteousness,15
How would I know how to discriminatethem?"16
Other notable skeptical arguments in the Inner Chapters include the story
of Lady Li and the famous Butterfly Dream passage.17

~W
$
X J
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Relativism. Several passages in the Qi wu lun suggest that even the most
fundamental terms in disputation, "that's it" (shi) and "that's not" (fei)
are relative terms, just like the demonstrative pronouns "this" (shi) and
"that" (bi):
How can a Way be walked and not exist?How can words exist and not be
allowable?The Way is hidden by small accomplishments,words are hidden
by foliage and flowers. Hence we have the "That'sit, that's not" of Confucians and Mohists,by which they affirmthe other's denial and deny the
other'saffirmation.If you wish to affirmwhat they deny and deny what they
affirm,the best means is Illumination.No thing is not "that,"no thing is not
"this." ...18

"This"is also "that,""that"is also "this."Therethere is "That'sit, that's
not" [fromone pointof view], herethereis "That'sit, that'snot" [fromanother
point of view]. Are there really "This"and "That"?Or really no "This"and
"That"?... ThereforeI say: "Thebest means is Illumination."... 19
Is it allowable?It is allowable. Is it unallowable?It is unallowable.A way is
made by people walkingon it;thingsare so because they are called so. How
is it so? It is so by being so. How is it not so? It is not so by not being so. A
thing inherentlyhas a respectin which it is so; a thing inherentlyhas a respect
in which it is allowable. No thing is not so, no thing is unallowable.20
PhilosophyEast& West

What is Zhuangzi's point here? Consider an analogy. Say you are on the
other side of the room from me, and there is a lectern immediately in
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frontof me. I shall referto the lectern as "this lectern,"while you refer
to it as "that lectern."If you and I got into a heated dispute, in which I
insisted that it was really "this lectern," while you insisted that it was
really"thatlectern,"it would be obvious to othersthatthis was a purely
verbaldisagreement.21Relativeto me, it is "thislectern,"relativeto you,
it is "that lectern." Likewise, Zhuangzi seems to be saying, whether
somethingis beautifulor hideous, benevolent or unbenevolent,or righteous or unrighteousdepends on one's perspective. For Confucians,
having greaterconcern for one's own relativesthan for total strangersis
benevolent;for Mohists,it is unbenevolent.22
The evaluativeterms.Zhuangzifocuses on are amenableto this kind
of analysis, since, when used in the sense of "to approve of" and "to
disapprove of," shi and fei refer to attitudesparticularindividuals(or
groups of individuals)have toward certain things. Althoughthe grammatical subject is often implicitin Chinese, there must be an individual
or groupwho "approvesof" X, or "disapprovesof" Y. Consequently,shi
and fei (when used in this sense) are certainlyrelativeterms.23
Objectivism.It is puzzling that while partsof the InnerChaptersseem to
advocate relativismor skepticism, other sections seem to advocate a
kind of objectivism. Thus, in Ren jian shi, Confucius (often used in ArlWt:
Zhuangzias a mouthpiece for Daoist ideas) offersthe following surprisingly orthodoxadvice:
One of them is destiny,the
In the world,thereare two greatrestrictions.
Childrenlovingtheirparentsis destiny.Thiscannot
otheris righteousness.
be loosenedfromtheirhearts.Ministers
servingtheirlordsis righteousness.
Thereis nowhereone can go wherethey are not theirlords.Thereis no
escape fromthese betweenHeavenand Earth:they are called the great
restrictions.24
Consider also the famous story of Cook Ding, whose skillful dismembering of an ox serves as a model for "nurturinglife."25Zhuangzi's
account does not seem to express any skepticismor doubt about Ding's
the appropriatenessof his carvingis not
success or his skill. Furthermore,
describedas being relativeto the perspectiveof individualsor of society.
Rather,he "relies upon the naturalstructure"of the ox,26 and "follows
the way things inherentlyare."27
-F
Particularism.When Huizi did not know how to make use of a huge
the
gourd that he had received as a gift, Zhuangzitold him the storyof
man who had a secret salve that preventedone's hands from chapping.
The man used the salve to help him make a pittance bleaching silk. A
strangerboughtthe formulafor the salve from him for a hundredpieces
of gold, but then used it to enable the sailorsunderhis commandto win
a naval battle, and was rewardedwith a fief.28The moralof the story is BryanW. VanNorden
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presumablythat the value something has depends on the situation in
which it is used. And this is a kindof particularism.
Zhuangzi's particularismgenerates problems of its own, however.
Forin being a particularist,Zhuangzidoes not differfromcontemporary
Confucianslike Mencius.29This raises the suspicion that Zhuangzi has
some special reasonfor stressingparticularismin the way that he does.
A Passage
Now let us turnto a specific portionof the text in the Zhuangzi,the
opening of the InnerChapters,and see whetherwe can consistentlyread
it in the lightof any of the philosophiccategorieswe have explained.
In the NorthernDarknessthere is a fish. Its name is "Kun."The size of the

and
Kun,we do not know how manythousandsof li it is. It transforms
becomesa bird.Itsnameis "Peng."Thebackof the Peng,we do not know
how manythousandsof li it is. When it beats its wings and flies off, its wings
are like clouds hangingfromthe sky. Thisbird,when the tides change, sets off
for the SouthernDarkness.The SouthernDarknessis the pond of Heaven.30

The likely effect of this passage on the readeris a combinationof awe
and disorientation.We are first struckby the mysteriousimage of the
"NorthernDarkness,"and then our sense of proportionis assaultedby
the grotesquelyhuge fish called the "Kun."31Beforewe have a chance
of the
to assimilatethis image, we are told of the fantastictransformation
Kunfish into the mammothPeng bird.The authordwells on this image,
giving us a chance to catch our breath,with a majesticdescriptionof the
Peng's wings filling the sky like clouds. But once again we are disoriented when this huge bird'smigrationtakes it to the SouthernDarkness, which is largeenough to be home to the Peng,but is merelya pond
fromthe perspectiveof Heaven.
The text seems clearly to be tryingto shake the readerout of her
normalways of thinking.But to what end? Are we being disorientedto
leave us in a skepticalstate, doubtingeverythingwe thinkwe know?The
referenceto "darkness,"and the skepticismabout the size of both the
is a term
Kunand the Peng suggest this reading. But "transformation"
the
Kun
and
the Peng
in
of
used
Perhaps
descriptions sages.
frequently
need
textual
We
additional
level
of
awareness.
some
represent
higher
in
intereither
can
have
confidence
before
we
evidence, however,
pretation.
WIH

The Qi xie is a recordof wonders.The wordsof the Xie say, "Whenthe Peng
travelsto the SouthernDarkness,the water is stirredfor three thousandli. It
mounts the whirlwindand rises ninety-thousandli, leaving with the sixth

monthgale."Imagesin the clouds,bitsof dust,livingthingsblownaboutby

PhilosophyEast& West

the wind, the azure of the sky-is that its true color?Or is that because it is
distantand lacks a limit?When it looks down, all appearslike this.32
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Whetherthe Qi xie is a book or a person, it is obviously being treatedas
an "authority"of some kind. So BurtonWatson is probablycorrect in
suggesting that Zhuangzi "is poking fun at the philosophers of other
schools who cite ancienttexts to provetheirassertions."33When, laterin
the text, we find Confuciusbeing used as Zhuangzi'smouthpiece,there
is implicit a similar skepticism about our knowledge of the ancients.
Already by this point in Chinese history, there was considerable disagreementin both the Confucianand Mohistschools aboutwhat the true
teachings of their respective masterswere.34 Although both Confucius
and Mencius had stressedthe need to readthe classical texts critically,35
Zhuangzi is possibly the firstthinkerin the Chinese traditionto suggest
that we have no way of being sure what the ancient sages thought.
Skepticismis also suggested by the other partsof this passage. We
make distinctionsamong things in reality-horse or ox, rightor wrong.
But is this any more objective than seeing images in clouds or dust?Do
we know what the true color of the sky is, or do we only know what it
looks like to us?
whenwateraccumulates,
if it is notdeep,thenit will nothave
Furthermore,
thestrength
to supporta bigboat.Ifyoupoura cupof waterintoa depression
on thefloor,thenbitsof grasswillbe boatsin it. Butplacethe cup in it andit
willstick.Thisis becausethewateris shallowandtheboatis big.Whenwind
if it is notdeep,thenit will nothavethe strength
to supportbig
accumulates,
when
is
li
when
thewindis
bird]
[the
wings.Hence,
ninety-thousand[high],
underneath
then
it
does
beat
the
wind.
Its
the blue
back
it, only
shouldering
then
does
it
set
off
for
the
south.36
it, only
sky,nothinghindering
This passage is the firstto clearly suggest particularism.Can things float
on water? It depends upon the particularsituation.A particularobject
may float on one particularbody of water but not on another.Thus,the
Peng birdflies in the way that is appropriateto it.
Thecicadaandthe dove laughat him,saying,"Wesuddenlyriseupandfly,
bumpintothe elm or sandalwoodtreeand stop.Sometimeswe don'teven
makeitandsimplydropto theground.Whygo upninety-thousand
milesand
[head]south?"37
One of the issues that will be crucialfor understandingthis piece of text
is deciding what our attitudeshould be toward the cicada, dove, and
(later)the quail. Thereare presumablytwo possibilities.Eitherthe cicada
and the dove are justifiedin laughingat the Peng, or they are not. From
what Zhuangziwrites later in the text, it seems clear that he finds fault
with them for laughing at the Peng. Assuming,then, that they are not
justifiedin laughingat the Peng, there are at least two differentallegorical possibilities.First,it may be that the only failing of the cicada and
the dove is that they find the Peng ridiculous.On this interpretation,the
fact thatthe two creaturesfly so low and so clumsilydoes not representa BryanW. VanNorden
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failing or a weakness. Given the kinds of creatures they are, flying in this
way is appropriate for them (just as flying at ninety-thousand li is appropriate for the Peng).38 The second allegorical possibility is that the low
and inept flight of the cicada and the dove represents the lack of cultivation and skill of uncultivated individuals who laugh at sages and their
achievements. On this reading, the small creatures are to be faulted, not
only for laughing at the Peng, but for the limitations that prevent them
soaring like the Peng. This last interpretation reminds one of the lines
from chapter 41 (Wang Bi numbering) of the Dao de jing:
When the inferiorman hearsthe Way,
he laughsat it loudly.
Ifhe did not laugh,
it would not be fit to be the Way.39
It might seem unfair to blame the cicada and the dove for not flying like
the Peng. After all, they are not capable of flying in that way. But recall
that the Kun was not capable of flying like the Peng, either-until its
"transformation."
Note, finally, that the introduction of an external perspective on the
Peng's flight, that of the cicada and the dove, gives Zhuangzi a natural
opportunity to introduce a discussion of relativism, if that is his point. But
nothing in his description suggests relativism.
The passage continues:
If one goes to the nearbywoods, one can [take]three meals and returnwith
one's belly still full. If one goes a hundredli, one spends a night grinding
grain.Ifone goes a thousandli, one collects grainfor three months.Whatdo
those two varmintsknow! Little understandingdoes not come up to big
understanding.A few yearsdo not come up to manyyears. How do we know
thatthis is so? The morningmushroomdoes not know the dawn. The cricket
does not know springand autumn.Thisis what is meantby "a few years."To
the south of Chu there is the Ming Ling,which regardsfive hundredyears as
one spring,and five hundredyearsas one autumn.Inthe faroff pasttherewas
the greatChun,which regardedeight thousandyearsas one spring,and eight
thousandyears as one autumn.This is what is meant by "manyyears." But
Peng Zu is nowadaysespecially known for his longevity,and the multitudes
emulate him. Isthis not pathetic?40

In discussing how the amount of food required varies with the length of
the journey, Zhuangzi seems merely to be making a particularist point
that is consistent with the first interpretation above-that the cicada and
the dove fly in the way that is appropriate for them. But from the point at
which he asks "What do those two varmints know!" Zhuangzi seems to
be contrasting small, narrow, limited perspectives with greater, broader,
more encompassing perspectives.41 This seems most naturally read as
&
West
East
Philosophy
suggesting the second interpretation:the "varmints" are not in the wrong
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only for laughing at the Peng. In addition, because of the narrow perspective that leads them to ridicule the Peng, they lead narrow lives. This
reading is also suggested by some of the criticisms leveled at others
elsewhere in the text:
A blind personcannot appreciatethe sightof beautifulpatterns;a deaf person
cannot appreciatethe sound of bells and drums.And is there blindness and
deafnessonly of the body?!The understandinghas them too.42
Zhuangzi now returns to the story of the Kun and the Peng. This
suggests that Zhuangzi thought the reader would profit from reviewing
the story after having read the intervening text.
Tang'squestionsof Ji are like this: In the barrennorththere is a darkocean,
which is the pond of Heaven. There is a fish there. Its breadth is several
thousandli. Thereis no one who knows its girth.Itsname is "Kun."Thereis a
bird there. Its name is "Peng." Its back is like MountTai. Itswings are like
clouds hangingfromthe sky. Itmountsthe whirlwindtwisterand risesninetythousandli. Itbreaksthroughthe clouds and mist,shouldersthe blue sky, and
only then does it set off for the Southand head to the SouthernDarkness.
The little quail laughs at him, saying, "Wheredoes he think he's going? I
jumpand rise up, but come down, not going morethan a few yards,midstthe
bushes. This is the acme of flight!And where does he thinkhe's going?"This
is the distinctionbetween small and great.Hence, one whose wisdom can do
well in one office, whose conduct is good enough for one village, whose virtue suits one ruler, who proves oneself in one state-they too look upon
themselveslike this.43
Most of the differences between this version of the story and the previous one may serve only to maintain the liveliness of the narrative and
avoid monotony.44 The closing of this section is new and important,
however. We are told explicitly to compare the quail (and presumably
also the cicada and the dove) to those whose talent suits them for small
achievements, and who cannot see the point (or perhaps even the possibility) of greater achievements.
The description of the quail, in conjunction with what follows,
apparently gives us a hierarchy of stages along the road to sagehood:
Yet Song Rongzi would smile at them. Moreover,were the whole world to 5'praisehim, he would not be encouraged;were the whole world to condemn
him, he would not be discouraged. He was unwaveringin the distinction
between internaland external.He distinguishedthe boundarybetween glory
and disgrace. Butthat was all. He was one who was not anxious about [the
things of] the world, but there was still ground he left unturned.Now, Liezi YIfwent ridingthe wind. Gracefullyfine it was. Only afterten and five days did
he return.The former,in regardto the highestgood fortune,was not anxious.
The latter,althoughhe avoided walking,still had somethinghe reliedupon. If
he had only riddenthe true course of Heaven and Earth,and mounted the BryanW. Van Norden
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changes of the six qi, so as to wanderthe limitless,then what would he have
had to rely upon! Hence it is said, "The highestperson has no self. The daemonic personhas no achievement.The sagely personhas no fame."45

We have, then, four levels. (1) The lowest level is that of the cicada,
dove, quail, and otherswhose talentssuit them only for minorachievements, but who scoff at the life of the sage. (2) The next level is exemplified by Song Rongzi,who was indifferentto the praise and blame of
the world as well as the common distinctionsbetween glory and disgrace.46(3) Still higher is Liezi, whose actions seem magical. The only
limitationhe has is that there is something that he "relied upon." (4)
Finally,the descriptionof the sage (symbolizedby the Peng), is ecstatic,
but lacks much content. However, we do know that the sage does not
"relyupon"anything(noteven the "magic"that Lieziuses),and thatshe
has no "self," "achievement,"or "fame."
Now that we have looked at the opening of the Zhuangzi in
some detail, how well do relativism,particularism,and skepticismdo
in making sense of it? It seems hardto maintaina relativistreadingof
the passage. Relativismwould hold that what the cicada, dove, and
quail thoughtwas true was true, from their perspective.But Zhuangzi's
point seems clearly to be that the views of those "varmints"are simply
mistaken.Perhapsthe only errorof the cicada, dove, and quail is their
failure to recognize that their own perspective on the world is not
privileged;there are other perspectives on the world that are just as
"allowable" as their own. However, recognition that one's own perspective is not privilegeddoes not entail that one should not or cannot
judge others.The cicada, dove, and quail are not violatingrelativismby
ridiculingthe Peng, because relative to their perspective the Peng is
ridiculous.
The unfavorablecomparisonof the "varmints"to the Peng and the
spiritualhierarchyat the end of the passage seem to requirean objectivist reading.At least, I cannot see how else to make sense of them. But
this leaves us with a serious problem.For,as we saw, partsof the Inner
Chapterssuggest relativism,and other partssuggestskepticism.How are
we to reconcile these with the seeminglyobjectivistpassages?

il1

PhilosophyEast& West

A ProposedSynthesis
In orderto see our way out of this tangle, I think we need to get a
clearer idea of what Zhuangzi's "positive project" is. In other words,
what is the "highestperson,""sage," or "daemonic person" like?Consider the passage in Ren jian shi, in which Confuciustells Yan Hui to
"fast"his heart:
"Do not listen with your ears, but listen with your heart. Do not listen with
your heart,but listenwith the qi. Listeningstops at the ears. The heartstops at
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what matches it. The qi is empty and waits upon things. The Way alone
accumulatesemptiness.47Emptinessis the fastingof the heart."
Yan Hui said, "When I had not yet begun to receive your guidance, I was
definitelyHui. Now that I have receivedyour guidance,there has neverbeen
a Hui. Can this be called emptiness?"
The mastersaid, "Exactly!"48

Thispassage presentsa hierarchyof sources of guidance. We mightseek
guidance from (1) what our ears hear (thatis, from words or doctrines),
(2) from our heart,or (3) from the qi. Zhuangzi advises us to avoid listening to either doctrinesor our heart. Instead,we should fast or empty
our heart, so that we can be guided by the qi. When we succeed in
doing so, we will (like Yan Hui) experience a loss of our sense of being
an individualself.49
It is not often noticed thatthis passage closely parallelsMengzi 2A2,
in which Mencius says:
Gaozi said, "What you do not get from doctrines (yan),do not seek for in
your heart.What you do not get fromyour heart,do not seek for in the qi."
"Whatyou do not get fromyour heart,do not seek for in the qi," is allowable.
"What you do not get from doctrines, do not seek for in your heart," is
unallowable.50

Here we have the same hierarchyof doctrines,heart,and qi, but with a
very differentevaluation.51Mencius agrees with Zhuangzi (and both
disagreewith Gaozi) in holding that doctrinesare not to be regardedas
the ultimatesource of moral guidance.52However, Mencius disagrees
with Zhuangzi, in that he advocates cultivating,ratherthan fasting,the
impulses of the heart, and holds that the qi is not a source of moral
guidance.
What is the consequence of fasting, as opposed to cultivating,the
heart?Recallthatthe heartis the seat of evaluativejudgments,including
(as Menciusstresses)shi and fei, "approval"and "disapproval."53
Recall,
further,that it is specifically"approval"and "disapproval"thatZhuangzi
regardsas relativeterms in Qi wu lun. Consequently,fastingthe heart
will lead to a de-emphasisof that sort of relativeethical judgment.That
is, the sage will be less inclinedto make judgmentsof approvaland disapproval,and will regardthose judgmentsas less important.Does this
mean that the sage's life will be aimless and desultory?No, because
Zhuangzithinks there is another source of guidance besides the heart.
The sage will be guided by the impersonalqi.
Achievingthe state in which one is guided by the qi is very difficult
because (as Mencius' doctrine of the four sproutsemphasizes) humans
naturallyand spontaneously make evaluative judgments. Indeed, part
of the attractionof Mencian thought is that it appeals to what seem
(to many of us, at least) to be our pre-reflective,commonsense ethical BryanW. Van Norden
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convictions, includingcompassion toward sufferingcreatures,54greater
concern for friends and relatives than for complete strangers,55and
shame at being treated with contempt.56Consequently,Zhuangzi will
have to get the averagepersonto stop listeningto common sense, as it is
embodied both in what most people say ("do not listenwith your ears")
and in the convictions of one's heart ("do not listen with your heart"),
HW
before she can achieve "Illumination"(ming).I thinkZhuangzisaw that
skepticalargumentscan play an importantrole in achieving this goal.
How? Rememberthat there are a varietyof differentkindsof skepticism, and a variety of uses to which skeptical argumentscan be put.
Plato,for example, used the technique of Socraticquestioningto induce
doubt, but only as a means of makingthe mind receptiveto real knowledge. Descartes tried to doubt everything, but he did so as a means
to finding an "Archimedeanpoint" of certaintyfrom which he could
reconstructgenuine knowledge. In general, we might use the term therapeutic skepticismto refer to the use of skeptical argumentsto clear
away previousconvictions in orderto make one more receptiveto different convictions. Zhuangzi, I submit, is a therapeuticskeptic. He uses
skeptical arguments to make us doubt many of our commonsense
beliefs. Buthis goal is not merelyto leave us in a state of doubt;his goal
is to use doubt to make us more receptive to differentconvictions. He
disorientsus so that he can reorientus. Or, to use his own vocabulary,
Zhuangziemploys therapeuticskepticismas a way of makingthe heart
"empty,"so that one can successfully"listenwith the qi."
The importanceof overcoming limited,commonsense views is also
suggested by the opening of the InnerChapters.The cicada, dove, and
quail, relyingon theircommon sense, ridiculethe majesticand miracuthe spirilous Peng, and Zhuangzicondemns them for it. Furthermore,
tual hierarchyat the end of the passage representsgreaterand greater
separationfrom common sense. Song Rongzi is praised for rejecting
conventionalviews about honorand disgrace,and the magicalbehavior
of Lieziand the highestsage defies common sense.
But if Zhuangziwants us to go beyond common sense, what about
the orthodoxadvice concerningthe "greatrestrictions"he has Confucius
offer in Renjian shi?57There are a numberof strategiesfor integrating
these comments with the anticonventionalismof other parts of the
Zhuangzi. I shall examine only three of them. It may be that (1) Confucius' discussion of the "great restrictions"representsmerely a stage
along the road to complete sagehood that will later be surpassed.This
readinggains supportfrom the fact that in other passages Confuciusis
7ltiN
representedas being inferiorto othersages, as in the Da zong shi, where
he commentsthat certainsages "are such as wander beyond the realm,
while I am such as wanderwithin the realm."58Alternatively,Lee YearEast&West ley has proposed that (2) there are two distinct visions of sagehood
Philosophy
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within the Zhuangzi:the radicaland the conventional.59The view that
everyone is bound by the "greatrestrictions"might be partof a domesticated, exoteric Daoist vision, while the view that the sage completely
ceases to make ethical judgments is part of a more extreme, esoteric
vision. Finally,it may be that (3) accordingto Zhuangzi,the highestsage
does continue to make ethical judgments.However, she makes them in
awarenessof theirrelativity,and is primarilyguided by the promptingsof
the qi. (Afterall, Zhuangzi has Confuciusadvise us to "fast"the heart,
not to "starve"it.)This readingis suggestedby Watson'sinterpretation
of
a passage from Qi wu lun:
Thereforethe sage . . .too recognizes a "this," but a "this"which is also

"that,"a "that"whichis also "this."His"that"hasbotha rightanda wrong
in it; his "this"too has both a rightand a wrong in it.60

Also suggestive of the third interpretationis Zhuangzi's comment that
"Outside the six directions the sage exists but does not categorize.
Withinthe six directions,the sage categorizesbut does not debate."61
My tentativesuggestion(madewith full awarenessof the difficultyof
achieving certaintyon so subtle a point) is that the highestsage does not
makeevaluativejudgmentsat all. Severalpassagessuggestthis. Forexample, Zhuangziwritesthat"Thetruepersonsof old did not know to delight
in life. They did not know to hate death.... This is called not hurtingthe
Way with the heart."62Similarly,when Yan Hui tells Confuciusthat he
has become "identicalwith the great universal,"Confuciuscomments,
"Ifyou are identicalwith it, then you are withoutfondnesses."63
If the highest sage does not make evaluativejudgments,this leaves
us with the firstand second interpretations.Itmay be thatboth are trueto
a certainextent. I suspect that Zhuangzithoughtthat true "Illumination"
consisted in not makingevaluativejudgmentsat all. However,Zhuangzi,
despite all his fancies, was, like almost all early Chinese philosophers,
interestedin providingpracticaladvice thatpeople could actuallyfollow.
Recognizingthat few could achieve and consistentlymaintainthe emptiness of hearthe thought ideal, he held out the lesser ideal of the sage
who lives withinthe restrictionsof conventionalmoraljudgments,while
recognizingthatthesejudgmentsarenotexpressionsof the Willof Heaven.
We are now in a positionto see how Zhuangzi'sparticularismdiffers
from that of his contemporaries.Zhuangzi, I submit, stressesparticularism for two reasons.First,it is importantfor us to recognize thatthe sage
acts differently,not because she is foolish, but because her goals are
differentfrom those of ordinarypeople. Differentgoals make different
actions appropriate.There is no perfectlygeneral rule for how people
should behave independentlyof theirends. Second, by stressingflexible
responsivenessto particularcontexts,Zhuangziencouragesus to thinkin
creativeand nontraditionalways. Thisfrees the mind to see the value of BryanW. Van Norden
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the Daoist way of life. One who has achieved the intellectualflexibility
to recognize that a gourd (althoughnormallyused as a ladle) can (if big
enough) also serve as a boat has also achieved the flexibilityto see the
value in thingsat which the many laugh.64
Summaryand Conclusion
Zhuangzi'ssage rejectsalmost all of the judgmentsand convictions
that characterize conventional common sense. Consequently, before
one can achieve the Illuminationcharacteristicof the sage, one mustbe
made to doubt many of one's ordinaryconvictions, includingthe belief
that death is a great loss, and that earthlyfame and success are great
goods. Zhuangziemploys a sort of therapeuticskepticismto help instill
doubt about these convictions. Also helpful in walking the path toward
Illuminationis Zhuangzi'sstresson particularism,which gets us used to
seeing old things in new ways.
Partof achieving Illuminationis coming to see that conventional
i,
ethical judgmentsare not an expressionof "Heaven's intent"(Tianzhi)
i
or "Heaven'sdecree" (Tianming),but are merelya kindof self-assertion.
These judgments,being mere expressionsof preference,are relative.Instead of clingingto these expressionsof preference,the sage empties her
heart,and is guided by the impersonalqi, which flows throughall things.
When she does so, her mind becomes like a placid pool, which mirrors
what is before it. And like Cook Ding, she "follows the way things inherentlyare," as opposed to the way her heartwould like things to be,
and therebymanifestsamazingskillfulness.
The InnerChaptersraise deep and difficultissues about human life.
They deserve careful and detailed critical treatmentthat I cannot give
them here. However,Iwould like, in closing, at leastto sketchsome of the
philosophicissuesraisedbyZhuangZhou.Whatdoesthe lifeof Zhuangzi's
sage have to recommendit?Two featuresstand out. The sage manifests
almostmiraculousskillfulness,and she is, in a sense, imperviousto injury.
Zhuangzi is rightto draw our attentionto the beauty and efficiency
Tc of wu wei (inaction).65This is somethingthat has been either ignoredor
WA
denigratedby most Western philosophers,in favor of you wei. Nonetheless, our popular culture places high value on certain forms of wu
wei. Thus, crowds marvelat the basketballplayerwho is "in the zone"
or "unconscious."As importantand impressiveas wu wei is, however,
one wonders whethersuch activitycan reallybe the paradigmfor one's
life as a whole. Especially in a society as complicated and rapidly
changing as our own, it seems that you wei activity will have to predominate.Afterall, even the top athletesturnto you wei when renegotiatingtheircontracts.
In what way is Zhuangzi'ssage imperviousto harm?Sometimes(as
West
East
&
in
the
Philosophy
opening of the InnerChapters)Zhuangzi describes the sage in
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terms that suggest she has magical powers. However, it is at least possible to read these descriptions allegorically.66 Furthermore,given what
Zhuangzi tells us about the sage, we can see that she does not need the
assistance of magic to be impervious. If one lacks a self, and lacks the
preferences and commitments that are definitive of a self, then there is no
self to be injured or to suffer loss. Students of Western philosophy will
recognize Zhuangzi's sage as someone who is attempting to escape what
Martha Nussbaum has called "the fragility of goodness." It seems that
goodness is fragile because luck is required in order successfully to lead
a flourishing life.67 In the West, various thinkers (most notably Platonists
and Stoics) have thought it was possible to escape the need for such
luck, by living a life in accordance with reason. From this perspective,
what is striking about Zhuangzi's sage is that she, too, attempts to escape
the fragility of goodness, but she does so without any emphasis on
reason.
Now, there is undeniably something attractive about escaping "that
monster, Fortune ... [who] pretends to be friendly to those she intends to
cheat, and disappoints those she unexpectedly leaves with intolerable
sorrow."68 But doing so has its costs, and it is far from clear whether the
price is worth paying. What good, after all, is it if "I" achieve invulnerability, at the cost of eliminating all the commitments that made this "I"
what it was? At this point we begin to see more clearly, I think, the
choice that Mencius and Zhuangzi represent within Chinese thought.
Zhuangzi asks us to transformourselves, so that, like the Peng, we can fly
high above ordinary human life. Even though we continue to exist and
act within human society, we will not share the beliefs and commitments
of ordinary humans. We will "walk without touching the ground."69 In
contrast, Mencius offers us a life rich in commitments and, consequently,
vulnerability: "Determined scholars do not forget they may end up in a
ditch; courageous scholars do not forget they may lose their heads"
(Mengzi 3B1, 5B7). And although Mencius tells us to cultivate ourselves,
this cultivation will strengthen, rather than uproot, our natural instincts
and inclinations:
The Way lies in what is near, but people seek it in what is distant.One's task
lies in what is easy, but people seek it in what is difficult.If everyone would
treattheir kin as kin should be treated,and treattheirelders as elders should
be treated,the world would be at peace.70
NOTES

I am indebted to P. J. Ivanhoe, Paul Kjellberg, EricSchwitzgebel, and two
anonymous referees for helpful comments on earlier drafts of this essay.

BryanW. Van Norden
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1 - A. C. Graham,"TaoistSpontaneityand the Dichotomy of 'Is' and
'Ought',"in Victor Mair,ed., ExperimentalEssayson Chuang-tzu
(Honolulu:Universityof HawaiiPress,1983), pp. 3-23. Forcriticisms
of idealobservertheoriessimilarto Graham's,see BernardWilliams,
Ethicsand the Limitsof Philosophy(Cambridge:HarvardUniversity
Press,1985), pp. 83-92. Forcriticismsdirectedspecificallyat Graham'sversion,see YukioKachi'scomments,and Graham'sresponse,
in PhilosophyEastand West40 (3) (July1990): 389-398 and 399,
respectively.See also HerbertFingarette,"Reason,Spontaneity,and
the Li-A ConfucianCritiqueof Graham'sSolutionto the Problemof
Factand Value";HenryRosemont,"WhoChooses?";and Graham's
responsesto these papers, in Henry Rosemont,ed., Chinese Texts
and PhilosophicalContexts(La Salle, Illinois:Open Court, 1991),
pp. 209-225, 227-263, and 297-321, respectively.
2 - Chad Hansen, "A Taoof Taoin Chuang-tzu,"in Mair,Experimental
Essays on Chuang-tzu,pp. 24-55. Hansen presents a different
interpretationof Zhuangzi in A Daoist Theoryof Chinese Thought
(New York:OxfordUniversityPress,1992), chap. 8. See my review
of this book in Ethics105 (2) (January1995): 433-435. For Harman'sviews, see note 10 below.
3 - Benjamin Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient China
(Cambridge:BelknapPress,1985), pp. 192-194, 215-237.
4 - Lee Yearley,"The PerfectedPersonin the RadicalChuang-tzu,"in
Mair,ExperimentalEssayson Chuang-tzu,pp. 125-139. Fora critical discussion of these and other interpretationsof the Zhuangzi,
see Paul Kjellberg,"Zhuangziand Skepticism"(Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1993). A series of new and challenging interpretationsof the Zhuangzi is forthcomingin Paul Kjellbergand
PhilipJ. Ivanhoe,eds., Essayson Skepticism,Relativismand Ethics
in the Zhuangzi(Albany,New York,SUNYPress,1996).
5 - Paul Kjellberg,"Skepticism,Truth,and the Good Life:A Comparison of Zhuangziand Sextus Empiricus,"PhilosophyEastand West
44 (1) (January1994): 111-133; LisaRaphals,"SkepticalStrategies
in the Zhuangziand Theaetetus,"PhilosophyEastand West44 (3)
(July1994): 501-526.

East&West
Philosophy

6- I assume in this essay that even if there is no one correct interpretationof a text like the InnerChapters,there are (in some sense
For
which is not purelysubjective)betterand worse interpretations.
criticismsof some of the more extreme alternativeviews, see John
M. Ellis, Against Deconstruction(Princeton:Princeton University
Press, 1989), and Umberto Eco et al., Interpretationand Overinterpretation(New York:CambridgeUniversityPress,1992).
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7 - Philologicalanalyses of the Zhuangzisuggest that the InnerChapters, at least, are by one author.See A. C. Graham,"How Much of
Chuang-tzuDid Chuang-tzuWrite?"in his Studies in Chinese Philosophy and PhilosophicalLiterature(Albany:SUNY Press, 1990),
pp. 283-321, and HaroldRoth,"Who Compiledthe ChuangTzu?"
in Rosemont,Chinese Texts,pp. 79-128.
8 - My interpretationis very similarto that advanced by P. J. Ivanhoe,
in "Zhuangzion Skepticism,Skill and the IneffableDao," Journal
of the AmericanAcademy of Religion61 (4) (Winter1993): 101116. In addition, my understandingof "therapeuticskepticism"
(see above, "A Proposed Synthesis") has been influenced by
Raphals'notion of "method skepticism"("SkepticalStrategiesin
the Zhuangziand Theaetetus").
9 - J. L.Mackie uses the term "moralscepticism [sic]"to referto moral
antirealism,the view that there are no objective moral facts or
properties(see his Ethics [New York:Penguin Books, 1977], pp.
15-17). However, this is a nonstandarduse. On this point, see
David O. Brink,"MoralRealismand the ScepticalArgumentsfrom
Disagreementand Queerness," AustralasianJournalof Philosophy
62 (2) (June1984): 111-112.
10 - This is not the only way in which the phrase is used. What I am
calling "ethical relativism"is very close to what Gilbert Harman
has labeled "moraljudgment relativism."See his "What Is Moral
Relativism?"in A. I. Goldmanand J. Kim,eds., Valuesand Morals
(Boston:D. Reidel, 1978), pp. 143-161. For another typology of
kindsof relativism,see David Wong, "Relativism,"in PeterSinger,
ed., A Companion to Ethics (Cambridge,Massachusetts:Basil
Blackwell,1991), pp. 442-450.
11 - Fora discussionand defense of particularism,see JonathanDancy,
"EthicalParticularismand MorallyRelevantProperties,"Mind 92
more broadlythan
(1983): 530-547. 1use the term "particularism"
to
cover
both
what
he
calls
Dancy,
"particularism"and what he
would call "pluralism."
12 - The term "Objectivism"is also used to describe the philosophyof
Ayn Rand.I am not using the term in that sense, however.
13 - MarthaNussbaumis the contemporaryphilosopherwho has done
the most to explicate and defend these aspects of Aristotle's
thought.See, e.g., her The Fragilityof Goodness (New York:Cambridge University Press, 1986), esp. pp. 298-306, and Love's
Knowledge (New York:Oxford UniversityPress, 1990), esp. pp.
54-105. See also the seminal essay by David Wiggins, "Deliberation and PracticalReason," in A. O. Rorty,ed., Essayson Aris- BryanW. VanNorden
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totle's Ethics(Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1980), pp.
221-240.
14 - Strictlyspeaking,ethical skepticismwould be consistentwith individual relativismgiven one assumption:one cannot know what
one's own beliefs are. However, while it is true that we may have
some subconscious beliefs that we do not know we have, it seems
very implausibleto suggest that we cannot know any of our own
ethical beliefs.
15 - This is almost certainlya criticismof Mencius, who refersto "the
sprout of benevolence" and "the sprout of righteousness" in

r]~if:

~

Mengzi 2A6.

16 - Translationsare my own, althoughI have relied heavily on Burton
Watson, Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings(New York:Columbia University Press, 1964), and A. C. Graham, Chuang-Tzu:The Inner
Chapters(Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1981). For comparative purposes, I shall provide referencesto the correspondingpassages in
these translations,and in the Harvard-Yenching
concordanceto the
Inner
Basic Writings,
Graham,
58;
Watson,
Chapters,p.
Zhuangzi:
HY
I
70.
have
also
made
use
of the com6/2/64-65,
pp. 40-41;
in
~1S,X A'~
Guo
ffF T
mentary
Qingfan, ed., Zhuangzi jishi (Taibei:Huazheng
Shuju, 1987), and the commentaryand translationsin Huang JinRpI ff-Fhong,
X.N
Zhuangziduben (Taibei:SanminShuju,1974).
17 - Forthe former,see Graham,InnerChapters,pp. 59-60; Watson,
Basic Writings,pp. 42-43; HY 6/2/79-81. Forthe latter,see Graham, InnerChapters,p. 61; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 45; HY7/2/
94-96. The fact thatthe term "transformation"
Lf
(hua)is common to
both the ButterflyDreamstoryand the descriptionof the Peng (see
above, "A Passage")suggests that the point of the former is not
may also reprepurely skeptical.ZhuangZhou's "transformation"
sent the transformationinto sagehood.
18 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 52; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 34; HY
4/2/25-27.
19 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 53; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 35; HY
4/2/29-31.
20 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 53; Watson, Basic Writings,pp. 35-36;
HY4/2/33-34.
21 - Comparethe monkeys Zhuangzidescribes later in the Qi wu lun,
who are furiouswhen they are given three nuts in the morningand
four in the evening, but are contentwhen given four in the morning
and three in the evening (Graham,InnerChapters,p. 54; Watson,
East
&
West
Basic Writings,p. 36; HY5/2/38-39).
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22 - On this issue, see David Wong, "Universalismvs. Love with Distinctions," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 16 (3/4) (September/
December 1989): 251-272.
23 - Logicianswould express this by saying that shi and fei are (like
"taller than") "two-place predicates." Of course, Zhuangzi has
given us no evidence that all evaluative terms must be two-place
predicates,nor has he shown that there are no objective facts.
24 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 70; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 56; HY
10/4/39-41.
25 - HY8/3/12.
26 - HY 7/3/6: yi hu tian Ii.

?g

27 - HY 7/3/7: yin qi gu ran. The mirroringmetaphorsof the Inner iX.,IM
Chapters also seem to be most naturallyread in an objectivist
fashion;see HY 13/5/9-10, 17-18.
28 - Graham,Inner Chapters,pp. 46-47; Watson, Basic Writings,pp.
28-29; HY2/1/35-42.
29 - See, e.g., Mengzi 4A17, 4B29, 4B31, 5B1.
30 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 43; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 23; HY
1/1/1-2.
31 - Furtherdisorientationis provided by a pun, since kun can mean
baby fish or fish eggs.
32 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 43; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 23; HY
1/1/3-5.
33 - Watson, Basic Writings,p. 23 n. 3.
34 - Accordingto Hanfeizi,there were eight competingConfuciansects $4-f
by his time, and the Mohistschool brokeintothree competingsects
afterthe death of Mozi. (Forthe referenceto Hanfeizi, see Burton
Watson, trans., Han Fei Tzu:Basic Writings(New York:Columbia
UniversityPress, 1964), p. 118. On the Mohist schism, see A. C.
Graham, Divisions in EarlyMohism Reflected in the Core Chapters

of Mo-tzu (Singapore:Instituteof EastAsian Philosophies,1985))

35-See Mengzi 5A4, 7B3, and Analects 2:23, 3:9, 9:15, 15:26
text).
(sectioningas in the Harvard-Yenching
36 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 43; Watson, Basic Writings,pp. 23-24;
HY 1/1/5-8.
37 - Graham,InnerChapters,pp. 43-44; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 24;
HY 1/1/8-9.
38 - Of course, this is the interpretation
favoredby Guo Xiang.

BryanW. VanNorden
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39 - VictorMair,trans.,Tao Te Ching(New York:BantamBooks, 1990),
p. 7.
40 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 44; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 24; HY
1/1/9-13.
^_-u

41 - The reference to "those two varmints" (zhi er chong) seems most

naturallyread as a referenceto the cicada and the dove, although
Guo Xiang (incredibly,I think) takes it to be a reference to the
cicada and the Peng bird. But surely, if Zhuangzi had wished to
referto the Peng birdas well he would have referredto "thosethree
varmints."
42 - Watson, Basic Writings, p. 27; Graham, Inner Chapters, p. 46; HY

X7k

2/1/30-31. Compare also the story in Qiu shui (Watson, Basic
Writings,pp. 107-108; HY45/17/69-75) of the well-frogwho has
not heardof the ocean.
43 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 44; Watson, Basic Writings,pp. 24-25;
HY 1/1/13-17.
44 - Kjellbergdiscussesthe possibility(suggestedby Guo Xiang)thatthe
dove and the quail representtwo differentkindsof failure:the dove
envies the flight of the Peng, while the quail criticizes it. Instead,
each (accordingto Guo Xiang)should be satisfiedwith the sort of
flightthat is appropriateto it, and neitherenvy nor criticize others.
See Kjellberg,"Zhuangziand Skepticism,"p. 13 n. 5.
45 - Graham,InnerChapters,pp. 44-45; Watson, Basic Writings,pp.
25-26; HY2/1/18-22.
46 - For more on Song Rongzi, see FungYu-lan,A Historyof Chinese
Philosophy, trans. Derk Bodde (Princeton:Princeton University
Press,1952), 1:148-153.
47 - Guo Xiangand Watson understandthis line as meaning "TheWay
accumulatesin emptiness."
48 - Graham,InnerChapters,pp. 68-69; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 54;
HY9/4/26-29.
49 - CompareZhuangzi'sobservationthat "The highest person has no
self" (see above, ref. note 45).

50 - One philosopherwho has drawnattentionto the parallelbetween
this passage and the Ren jian shi passage is David S. Nivison, to
whose work I am deeply indebted. See his "PhilosophicalVoluntarismin FourthCenturyChina," in David S. Nivison, Investigations in Chinese Philosophy (La Salle, Illinois: Open Court,
East&West
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51 - The relatedhierarchyof doctrines,intention(zhi),and qi is found in
the Zuo zhuan, Duke Zhao, year 9. See JamesLegge, The Chinese
Classics,vol. 5, TheCh'un Ts'ewwith The Tso Chuen(Taipei:SMC
Publishing,1991), p. 626, 2d col. (English);p. 624, leftmost line
(Chinese).
52 - Of course, this agreementis ratherthin. While Mencius thinksour
heart is the ultimatesource of moral guidance, he also thinksthe
doctrines of the sages have a moral importance that Zhuangzi
would never allow them (cf. Mengzi 4A1).
53 - See, e.g., Mengzi 2A6, 6A6.
54 - See, e.g., Mengzi 1A7, 2A6.
55 - See, e.g., Mengzi 3A5, 4B24, 7A45.
56 - See, e.g., Mengzi 6A10, 7B31.
57 - See above, "Distinctionsand Tensions"under"Objectivism."
58 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 89; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 83; HY
18/6/66-67.
59 - Yearley,"The PerfectedPerson."In contrastto the view I examine
here, Yearley seems to hold that the Inner Chaptersconsistently
presentthe radicalvision, while only laterportionsof the Zhuangzi
(esp. chap. 17, the Qiu shui), consistentlydevelop the conventional
vision.
60 - Translationby Watson, Basic Writings,p. 35. Compare Graham,
InnerChapters,pp. 52-53 (note that Grahamdivides the text differently),and HY4/2/29-30.
61 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 57; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 39; HY
5/2/56-57.
62 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 85; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 74; HY
15/6/7-9.
63 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 92; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 87; HY
19/6/92-93. Of the two passages I cite above as possible evidence
for the third interpretation,the first need not be interpretedin the
way Watsonrecommends(comparemy translationabove, "Distinctions and Tensions"under"Relativism").
The second passageis consistent with the possibilitythat the highest sages will avoid allowingthemselvesto be drawn"withinthe six directions."Consequently,
how we interpretthese passages will depend upon what other portions of the InnerChapterssuggest about the natureof the sage.
64 - This understandingof the importanceof particularismfor Zhuangzi
was suggested by my studentGwen Parker(in conversation).
BryanW. Van Norden
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65 - This phraseoccurs only three times in the InnerChapters:HY 3/1/
47, 16/6/29, and 18/6/70. Kjellbergsuggeststhatthe common view
that "inaction"is a centralpartof Zhuangzi'sthoughtis due largely
to the historicalinfluence of Guo Xiang'scommentary(Kjellberg,
"Zhuangzi and Skepticism,"p. 29). However, I think that Guo
Xiang may be correct in holding that "inaction" is illustrated
throughoutthe InnerChapters(as in the discussion of Cook Ding),
even when the phrasewu wei is not used.
66 - Comparethe discussion of this point in Watson, Basic Writings,
p. 7.
67 - See Nussbaum,TheFragilityof Goodness,esp. chap. 1. By "goodness" here I mean whatever is necessary to live a flourishing,
worthwhile life. A related notion in contemporarydiscussions is
"moral luck," which refersto the good fortunerequiredfor moral
value, as opposed to the luck requiredfor leadinga worthwhilelife
overall. See BernardWilliams, "Moral Luck," in his Moral Luck
(New York:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1981), pp. 20-39, and
Thomas Nagel, "MoralLuck,"in his MortalQuestions(New York:
CambridgeUniversityPress,1979), pp. 24-38.
68 - Boethius, The Consolation of Philosophy,trans. Richard Green
(New York:Macmillan,1962), p. 21.
69 - Graham,InnerChapters,p. 69; Watson, Basic Writings,p. 54; HY
9/4/30.
70 - Mengzi 4A11.
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